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Abstract
For a family of graphs F , Weighted F-Deletion is the problem for which the input
is a vertex weighted graph G “ pV,Eq and the goal is to delete S Ď V with minimum
weight such that GzS P F . Designing a constant-factor approximation algorithm for large
subclasses of perfect graphs has been an interesting research direction. Block graphs, 3-
leaf power graphs, and interval graphs are known to admit constant-factor approximation
algorithms, but the question is open for chordal graphs and distance-hereditary graphs.
In this paper, we add one more class to this list by presenting a constant-factor
approximation algorithm when F is the intersection of chordal graphs and distance-
hereditary graphs. They are known as ptolemaic graphs and form a superset of both
block graphs and 3-leaf power graphs above. Our proof presents new properties and
algorithmic results on inter-clique digraphs as well as an approximation algorithm for a
variant of Feedback Vertex Set that exploits this relationship (named Feedback
Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints), each of which may be of independent
interest.
1 Introduction
Given a family of graphs F , we consider the following problem.
Weighted F-Deletion
Input : A graph G “ pV,Eq with vertex weights w : V Ñ R` Y t0u.
Question : Find a set S Ď V of minimum weight such that GzS P F .
iJungho Ahn is supported by the Institute for Basic Science (IBS-R029-C1). Eun Jung Kim is supported by
ANR JCJC project “ASSK” (ANR-18-CE40-0025-01). Euiwoong Lee is supported by Simons Collaboration
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Figure 1: A diamond, a gem, a house, a domino, a bull, and a dart
This problem captures many classical combinatorial optimization problems including
Vertex Cover, Feedback Vertex Set, Odd Cycle Transversal, and the problems
corresponding to natural graph classes (e.g., planar graphs, chordal graphs, or graphs of
bounded treewidth) also have been actively studied. Most of these problems, including the
simplest Vertex Cover, are NP-hard, so polynomial-time exact algorithms are unlikely to
exist for them.
Parameterized algorithms and approximation algorithms have been two of the most pop-
ular kinds of algorithms for NP-hard optimization problems, and F-Deletion has been
actively studied from both viewpoints. There is a large body of work in the theory of pa-
rameterized complexity, where F-Deletion for many F ’s is shown to be in FPT or even
admits a polynomial kernel. The list of such F ’s includes chordal graphs [26, 19, 2], interval
graphs [8, 7, 4], distance-hereditary graphs [12, 21], bipartite graphs [28, 24], and graphs with
bounded treewidth [15, 23].
On the other hand, despite large interest, approximability for F-Deletion is not as well
as understood as parameterized complexity. To the best of our knowledge, for all F ’s admit-
ting parameterized algorithms in the above paragraph except Odd Cycle Transversal,
the existence of a constant-factor approximation algorithm is not ruled out under any com-
plexity hypothesis. When F can be characterized by a finite list of forbidden subgraphs or
induced subgraphs (not minors), the problem becomes a special case of Hypergraph Ver-
tex Cover with bounded hyperedge size, which admits a constant-factor approximation
algorithm. Besides them, the only classes of graphs that currently admit constant-factor ap-
proximation algorithms are block graphs [1], 3-leaf power graphs [5], interval graphs [7], and
graphs of bounded treewidth [15, 16]. Weighted versions are sometimes harder than their
unweighted counterparts, and within graphs of bounded treewidth, the only two nontrivial
classes whose weighted version admits a constant-factor approximation algorithm are the set
of forests (Weighted Feedback Vertex Set) and the set of graphs excluding a diamond
as a minor [14]. See Figure 1.
When F is the set of perfect or weakly chordal graphs, it is known that a constant-factor
approximation algorithm is unlikely to exist [17]. Therefore, there has been recent interest
on identifying large subclasses of perfect graphs that admit constant-factor approximation
algorithms. Among the subclasses of perfect graphs, chordal graphs and distance-hereditary
graphs have drawn particular interest. Recall that chordal graphs are the graphs without
any induced Cě41, and distance-hereditary graphs are the graphs without any induced Cě5,
a gem, a house, or a domino. See Figure 1.
Chordal graphs are arguably the simplest graph class, apart from forests, which is char-
acterized by infinite forbidden induced subgraphs. Structural and algorithmic aspects of
chordal graphs have been extensively studied in the last decades, and it is considered one of
the basic graph classes whose properties are well understood and on which otherwise NP-
hard problems become tractable. As such, it is natural to ask how close a graph to a chordal
1Let Cěk be the set of cycles of length at least k.
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graph in terms of graph edit distance and there is a large body of literature pursuing this
topic [2, 3, 9, 19, 20, 26, 31].
Fixed-parameter tractability and the existence of polynomial kernel of F-Deletion for
chordal graphs were one of important open questions in parameterized complexity [26, 19].
An affirmative answer to the latter in [19] brought the approximability for chordal graphs
to the fore as it uses an Opopt2 log opt log nq-factor approximation algorithm as a crucial
subroutine. It was soon improved to Opopt log nq-factor approximation [2, 22]. An important
step was taken by Agrawal et al. [3] who studied Weighted F-Deletion for chordal graphs,
distance-hereditary graphs, and graphs of bounded treewidth. They presented polylogpnq-
approximation algorithms for them, including Oplog2 nq-approximation for chordal graphs,
and left the existence of constant-factor approximation algorithms as an open question. For
now, even the existence of Oplog nq-factor approximation is not known. This makes an
interesting contrast with F-Deletion for forests, that is, Feedback Vertex Set. An
algorithmic proof of Erdo¨s-Po´sa property2 for cycles immediately leads to an Oplog nq-factor
approximation for Feedback Vertex Set while the known gap function of Erdo¨s-Po´sa
property for induced Cě4 is not low enough to achieve such an approximation factor [22].
Distance-hereditary graphs, in which any induced subgraph preserves the distances among
all vertex pairs, form another important subclass of perfect graphs. It is supposedly the
simplest dense graph class captured by a graph width parameter; distance-hereditary graphs
are precisely the graphs of rankwidth 1 [27]. F-Deletion for distance-hereditary graphs
has gained good attention for fixed-parameter tractability and approximability [3, 21, 12]
particularly due to the recent surge of interest in rankwidth. An Oplog3 nq-approximation is
known [3].
Constant-factor approximation algorithms were designed for smaller subclasses of chordal
and distance-hereditary graphs. They include block graphs (excluding Cě4 and a diamond) [1]
and 3-leaf power graphs (excluding Cě4, a bull, a dart, and a gem) [6]. See Figure 1. Recently,
a p2` q-factor approximation for split graphs was announced [25].
In this paper, we take a step towards the (affirmative) answer of the question of [3]
by presenting a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the intersection of chordal and
distance-hereditary graphs, known as ptolemaic graphs.3 They are precisely graphs without
any induced Cě4 or a gem, so it is easy to see that they form a superclass of both 3-leaf
power and block graphs.
Weighted Ptolemaic Deletion
Input : A graph G “ pV,Eq with vertex weights w : V Ñ R` Y t0u.
Question : Find a set S Ď V of minimum weight such that GzS is ptolemaic.
Theorem 1.1. Weighted Ptolemaic Deletion admits a polynomial-time constant-factor
approximation algorithm.
1.1 Techniques
Our proof presents new properties and algorithmic results on inter-clique digraphs as well
as an approximation algorithm for a variant of Feedback Vertex Set that exploits this
2Any graph has either a vertex-disjoint packing of k ` 1 cycles, or a feedback vertex set of size Opk log kq.
3The name ptolemaic comes from the fact that the shortest path distance satisfies Ptolemy’s inequality:
For every four vertices u, v, w, x, the inequality dpu, vqdpw, xq ` dpu, xqdpv, wq ě dpu,wqdpv, xq holds.
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relationship (named Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints), each of
which may be of independent interest.
1.1.1 Inter-clique Digraphs
The starting point of our proof is to examine what we call an inter-clique digraph of G. Let
CpGq be the collection of all non-empty intersections of maximal cliques in G, see Section 2
for the formal definition. An inter-clique digraph
ÝÑ
T pGq of G, or simply ÝÑT , is a digraph
isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq. A neat characterization of ptolemaic graphs
was presented by Uehara and Uno [30]: a graph G is ptolemaic if and only if its inter-clique
digraph is a forest. This immediately suggests the use of an Op1q-approximation algorithm
for Feedback Vertex Set on the inter-clique digraph. Indeed, the black-box application
of an Op1q-approximation algorithm for Feedback Vertex Set yields Op1q-approximation
algorithms for subclasses of ptolemaic graphs including block graphs [1] and 3-leaf power
graphs [5].
However, to leverage this characterization for Ptolemaic Deletion, two issues need
to be addressed. First, a polynomial-time algorithm to construct an inter-clique digraph of
the input graph G is needed, while the size of an inter-clique digraph can be exponentially
large for general graphs. Second, even with the inter-clique digraph of polynomial size at
hand, the application of Feedback Vertex Set remains nontrivial since (1) after deletion
of vertices, the structure of the inter-clique digraph may drastically change, and (2) feedback
vertex sets for the inter-clique digraph must satisfy additional constraints that a deletion of
a node C P CpGq must imply the deletion of all nodes reachable from it (because they are
subsets of C in G). Addressing each of these issues boils down to understanding the properties
of an inter-clique digraph and elaborating the relationship between the input graph and its
inter-clique digraph.
For general graphs, their inter-clique digraphs are acyclic digraphs in which each node
can be precisely represented by all sources that have a directed path to the node. It turns
out that eliminating from G all induced subgraphs isomorphic to C4 and gem is essential for
tackling the aforementioned issues. We show that any hole of G indicates the existence of
a cycle in UndpÝÑT q, and vice versa when G is (C4, gem)-free (Lemmas 3.13-3.15). This in
turn lets us to identify a variant of Weighted Feedback Vertex Set, termed Feedback
Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints and defined in Section 1.1.2, which is es-
sentially equivalent to Ptolemaic Deletion on G when it takes the inter-clique digraph of
G as an input; see Proposition 3.18. Moreover, each subdigraph of
ÝÑ
T induced by the ances-
tors of any node v of
ÝÑ
T is a directed tree rooted at v, see Lemma 3.9. (Similar statement
holds for the descendants of v.) This property is used importantly in analyzing our approx-
imation for Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints. As Feedback
Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints takes an inter-clique digraph as an input,
we need to construct it in polynomial time. This is prohibitively time-consuming for general
graphs. We show that the construction becomes efficient when G is both C4 and gem-free,
see Proposition 3.17.
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1.1.2 Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints
Given acyclic directed graphs
ÝÑ
G and a vertex v, let ancpvq and despvq be the set of ancestors
and descendants respectively, and let UndpÝÑGq denote the underlying undirected graph of ÝÑG .
It remains to design a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the following problem:
Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints (FVSP)
Input : An acyclic directed graph
ÝÑ
G “ pV,Aq, where each vertex v has weight ωv P
R` Y t0u. For each v P V , the subgraph induced by ancpvq is an in-tree rooted at v.
Question : Delete a minimum-weight vertex set S Ď V such that (1) v P S implies
despvq Ď S, (2) UndpÝÑGzSq is a forest.
It is a variant of Undirected Feedback Vertex Set (FVS) on UndpÝÑGq, with the
additional precedence constraint on S captured by directions of arcs in A. This precedence
constraint makes an algorithm for FVSP harder to analyze than FVS because a vertex v
can be deleted “indirectly”; even when v does not participate in any cycle, deletion of any
ancestor of v forces to v to be deleted, so the analysis for v needs to keep track of every
vertex in ancpvq.
We adapt a recent constant-factor approximation algorithm for Subset Feedback Ver-
tex Set by Chekuri and Madan [10] for FVSP. The linear programming (LP) relaxation
variables are tzvuvPV , where zv is supposed to indicate whether v is deleted or not, as well as
txueuePA,uPe, where xue is supposed to indicate that in the resulting forest UndpÝÑGzSq rooted
at arbitrary vertices, whether e is the edge connecting u and its parent.
Minimize
ÿ
vPV
zvωv
Subject to zv ` xue ` xve “ 1 for each e “ pu, vq P A, zv `
ÿ
eQv
xve ď 1 for each v P V,
zu ď zv for each e “ pu, vq P A, 0 ď x, z ď 1.
Compared to the LP in [10], we added the zu ď zv for all pu, vq P A to encode the fact that
u’s deletion implies v’s deletion. This LP is not technically a relaxation, but one can easily
observe that in any integral solution, the graph induced by tv : zv “ 0u has at most one cycle,
which can be easily handled later.4 The rounding algorithm proceeds as follows. Fix three
parameters ε « 0.029, α « 0.514, β « 0.588. For notational convenience, let x¯ue :“ 1 ´ xue.
Also, for each e “ pu, vq P A, let ye “ zv ´ zu.
(i) Delete all vertex v with zv ě ε.
(ii) Sample θ uniformly at random from the interval rα, βs.
(iii) For each e “ pu, vq P A, if θ P rx¯ve ´ ye, x¯ves, delete despvq.
Slightly modifying the analysis of [10], one can show that after rounding, there is indeed
at most one cycle remained in each connected component. In terms of the total weight of
deleted vertices, it is easy to bound the total weight of deleted vertices in Step (i) and the
4[10] added an additional cycle covering constraint in the LP. We find it conceptually easier to deal with
the last remaining cycle separately at the end.
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final cleanup step for one cycle. The main technical lemma of the analysis bounds the weight
of vertices deleted in Step (iii) by at most OpLPq.
Lemma 1.2. For each v P V , Prrv is deleted in Step (iii)s ď Opzvq.
Recall that ancpvq induces the directed tree ÝÑT rooted on v where all arcs are directed
towards v, and deletion of any vertex in
ÝÑ
T forces the deletion of v. The lemma is proved by
showing that while ancpvq can be large, all vertices that can be possibly deleted during the
rounding algorithm can be covered by at most two directed paths; it is proved by examining
behaviors of the rounding algorithm on directed trees, followed by an application of Dilworth’s
theorem. The new LP constraint zu ď zv for all pu, vq P A ensures that the sum of the deletion
probabilities along any path is at most Opzvq, so the total probability that v is deleted can
be bounded by Opzvq.
2 Preliminaries
For a mapping f : X Ñ Y between two finite sets and a set A Ď X, we denote ŤxPA fpxq by
fpAq. For sets X and Y , we say that X and Y are overlapping if none of XzY , Y zX, and
X X Y is empty. For a family F of sets, F is laminar if F has no overlapping two elements.
Graph terminology. In this paper, all (directed) graphs are finite and simple.
Let G “ pV,Eq be an undirected graph. We often write the vertex set of G as V pGq and
its edge set as EpGq. For a vertex v of G and subsets X and Y of V pGq, let NGpvq be the
set of neighbors of v in V pGq, and NGpXq be the set of vertices not in X that are adjacent
to some vertices in X. When the graph under consideration is clear in the context, we omit
the subscript. For two disjoint vertex sets X and Y of G, we say that X is complete to Y if
x and y are adjacent in G for every x P X and y P Y . We say that two vertices u, v are true
twins, or simply twins, if NGrus “ NGrvs. Note that true twins must be adjacent. Since the
true twin relation is an equivalent relation, the true twin classes of V is uniquely defined.
Let
ÝÑ
G :“ pV,Aq be a directed graph. The vertex set of ÝÑG is sometime written as V pÝÑGq,
and its arc set as ApÝÑGq. We denote by UndpÝÑGq the underlying graph of ÝÑG .
A source of
ÝÑ
G is a vertex of
ÝÑ
G without an in-coming arc and a sink of
ÝÑ
G is a vertex
without an out-going arc. We say that v is reachable from u in
ÝÑ
G if
ÝÑ
G has a directed path
of length from u to v. An ancestor of v in
ÝÑ
G is a vertex which is reachable to v in
ÝÑ
G and a
descendant of v in
ÝÑ
G is a vertex which is reachable from v in
ÝÑ
G . Two vertices u and v are
incomparable in
ÝÑ
G if neither one is an ancestor of the other. For distinct vertices v1, . . . , v`
of
ÝÑ
G with ` ě 2, a least common ancestor of v1, . . . , v` in ÝÑG is a common ancestor w of
v1, . . . , v` in
ÝÑ
G such that a descendant u of w in
ÝÑ
G is a common ancestor of v1, . . . , v` inÝÑ
G if and only if u “ w. Similarly, a greatest common descendant of v1, . . . , v` in ÝÑG is a
common descendant w of v1, . . . , v` in
ÝÑ
G such that an ancestor u of w in
ÝÑ
G is a common
descendant of v1, . . . , v` in
ÝÑ
G if and only if u “ w. Let ancpÝÑG, vq be the set of ancestors of
v in
ÝÑ
G , despÝÑG, vq be the set of descendants of v in ÝÑG , and srcpÝÑG, vq be the set of sources ofÝÑ
G which are ancestors of v in
ÝÑ
G . When
ÝÑ
G is clear from the context, we may simply write
ancpvq, despvq, and srcpvq, respectively. We say that ÝÑG is an out-tree (respectively, in-tree)
if
ÝÑ
G has a unique source (respectively, sink) r P V , called the root, and every arc is oriented
away from (respectively, toward) r.
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For a cycle H in
ÝÑ
G which is not a directed cycle, we term a maximal directed subpath
of G a segment of the cycle H. It is clear that the number of segments of H is even (and
non-zero) when H is not a directed cycle. The segment length of a cycle H is defined as the
number of segments of H. A segment decomposition of a cycle H is a cyclic sequence of all
segments of H such that any two consecutive segments share a vertex of
ÝÑ
G . We will write
a segment decomposition of H as H “ x0, ~P1, x1, ~P2, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x2`´1, ~P2`, x2`p“ x0q, in which
for every odd i, ~Pi is a forward-oriented path from xi´1 to xi and for every even i, Pi is a
backward-oriented path from xi´1 to xi (addition is taken modulo 2`, i.e., the segment length
of H). To emphasize the orientation of each path Pi, we write ~Pi for every odd i and ~Pi for
every even i. We use a segment decomposition with the minimum number of segments; in
such a decomposition, the number of segments is always even.
For a (directed) graph G and a set X Ď V pGq, let GzX be a (directed) graph obtained
from G by removing all vertices in X and all edges or arcs incident with some vertices in X,
and GrXs :“ GzpV pGqzXq. We may write Gzv instead of Gz tvu. For an undirected graph
G and a set Y Ď EpGq, let G{Y be a graph obtained from G by contracting all edges in Y .
Clique and inter-clique digraph. A clique of G is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices of
G. We denote the set of maximal cliques in a graph G by MpGq. We define the set CpGq all
non-empty intersections among maximal cliques, that is,
CpGq :“
ď
IĎMpGq
#
C : C “
č
MPI
M, C ‰ H
+
.
When the reference graph G is clear in the context, we write MpGq and CpGq as M and C
respectively.
Cleary, CpGq defines a partially ordered set under the set containment relation Ď. A
Hasse diagram
ÝÑ
H of a poset pS,ďq represents each element of S as a vertex and adds an arc
from y to x if and only if y ą x and there is no element z P S with y ą z ą x. We say that a
digraph
ÝÑ
T is an inter-clique digraph of G if
ÝÑ
T isomorphic to the Hasse diagram of the poset
pCpGq,Ďq. For an inter-clique digraph ÝÑT of G or the Hasse diagram ÝÑH , we call V pÝÑT q or
V pÝÑH q nodes instead of vertices in order to distinguish them from the vertices of G.
For a vertex set X Ď V pGq, we define srcpXq as the set of all maximal cliques containing
X. In case X is a singleton consisting of v, we omit the bracket and write srcpvq instead
of srcptvuq. For a collection of sets X , srcpX q is defined as the collection of sets (without
duplicates) srcpX q “ tsrcpXq : X P X u. Clearly, a vertex set X is a clique if and only if
srcpXq ‰ H. The following observation is immediate from the fact that a clique is an ancestor
of another clique in
ÝÑ
H if and only if the former contain the latter.
Observation 2.1. Let
ÝÑ
H be the Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq. For a clique C P CpGq, we
have srcpCq “ srcpÝÑH,Cq.
Observation 2.1 justifies the reuse of the notation src for a vertex set, while srcpÝÑG, vq is
already defined to delineate the set of vertices with no in-coming arcs from which there is a
directed path to v in
ÝÑ
G .
Ptolemaic graphs. For vertices u and v of G in the same component, the distance between
u and v in G, denoted by distGpu, vq, is the length of shortest path from u to v. A graph G is
distance-hereditary if for every connected induced subgraph H of G and vertices v and w of
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H, distHpu, vq “ distGpu, vq. A graph is chordal if it contains no hole, e.g., no induced cycle
of length at least 4. For graphs G1, . . . , Gm, we say that a graph G is pG1, . . . , Gmq-free if G
has no induced subgraph isomorphic to one of G1, . . . , Gm. A graph is ptolemaic if for every
four vertices a, b, c, and d in the same component, G satisfies the following inequality:
distGpa, bq ¨ distGpc, dq ď distGpa, cq ¨ distGpb, dq ` distGpa, dq ¨ distGpb, cq.
Howorka [18] presented characterizations of ptolemaic graphs.
Theorem 2.2 (Howorka [18]). The following four conditions are equivalent.
(1) A graph G is ptolemaic.
(2) G is distance-hereditary and chordal.
(3) G is gem-free and chordal.
(4) For every pair of distinct non-disjoint maximal cliques M and N , M X N separates
MzN and NzM , that is, every path in G between a vertex in M and N must intersect
a vertex in M XN .
Uehara and Uno [30] presented another characterization by showing that the maximal
cliques in a ptolemaic graph represent a tree structure for the ptolemaic graph.
Theorem 2.3 (Uehara and Uno [30]). A graph G is ptolemaic if and only if UndpÝÑH q is a
forest, where
ÝÑ
H is the Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq.
3 Structures of Inter-clique digraphs
3.1 Basic properties of inter-clique digraphs
In this subsection, we investigate the properties of the Hasse diagram
ÝÑ
H of the poset pCpGq,Ďq
for a graph G “ pV,Eq. All the results presented in this subsection assume no restriction on
the input graph G.
Recall that for a vertex set X of G, srcpXq ‰ H if and only if X is a clique. Our
first observation is that CpGq consists precisely of those maximal cliques X such that srcpXq
remains unchanged. It also provides a way to find the maximal cliques in MpGq whose
intersection is equal to C.
Lemma 3.1. For a clique C of G, we have C P CpGq if and only if C “ ŞMPsrcpCqM .
Proof. The opposite direction is immediate from the definition of CpGq. To see the forward
direction, let I Ď MpGq be a maximal set such that C “ ŞMPIM and notice that C is
contained in each maximal clique of I. Therefore, we have I Ď srcpCq, and equality holds
due to the maximality of I.
The next lemma observes that each vertex v of V can be uniquely associated to a clique
C of CpGq with the property srcpvq “ srcpCq.
Lemma 3.2. For every vertex v of G, there is a unique minimal element Cpvq P CpGq
containing v in the poset pCpGq,Ďq and it holds that Cpvq “ ŞMPsrcpvqM .
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Proof. Note that every vertex of G is contained in at least one maximal clique in G. Suppose
there are two minimal element C,C 1 P CpGq in the poset containing v. Thus, C 1 Ę C and
C Ę C 1, and therefore C X C 1 is a non-empty proper subset of C. Moreover, observe that
v P C X C 1 “ ŞMPsrcpCqYsrcpC1qM P CpGq, where the equality holds due to Lemma 3.1.
This contradicts the minimality of C, thus establishing the uniqueness of a minimal Cpvq
containing v.
To see the second statement, consider the set of all clique of CpGq containing v. Due to
the uniqueness of a minimal element Cpvq containing v, it holds that any clique C P CpGq
contains v if and only C Ě Cpvq. In particular, this implies srcpvq “ srcpCpvqq, and together
with Lemma 3.1 the second statement follows.
We call the clique as depicted in Lemma 3.2 the canonical clique of v, namely the canonical
clique is defined as Cpvq “ ŞMPsrcpvqM . Note that srcpvq “ srcpCpvqq.
Lemma 3.3. Let u and v be two adjacent vertices of G. The followings are equivalent.
(i) The canonical cliques of u and v are identical, i.e., Cpuq “ Cpvq.
(ii) u and v are (true) twins in G.
(iii) A maximal clique contains u if and only if it contains v, i.e., srcpuq “ srcpvq.
Proof. To see that (i) implies (ii), let w be an arbitrary neighbor of u. Note that a maximal
clique M containing the edge uw contains Cpuq as well by Lemma 3.2. It follows that
v P Cpvq “ Cpuq Ď M , and thus w is a neighbor of v as well. Suppose (iii) does not
hold, and without loss of generality let M be a maximal clique in srcpuqzsrcpvq. Then there
exists a vertex in M which is not adjacent with v since otherwise M Y tvu is a clique,
contradicting the maximality of M . This means u and v are not true twins, thus establishing
the implication from (ii) to (iii). That (iii) implies (i) follows from Lemma 3.2, which asserts
Cpvq “ ŞMPsrcpvqM “ ŞMPsrcpuqM “ Cpuq.
The next lemma offers how to read off the relation between two nodes of
ÝÑ
H from the
mapping src. Essentially, it says that
ÝÑ
H is the reversal of the Hasse diagram of psrcpCpGqq,Ďq,
where srcpCpGqq “ tsrcpCq : C P CpGqu. We shall use this lemma extensively in the later
proofs, and may sometimes omit to refer to it.
Lemma 3.4. Let C,C 1 be two cliques of CpGq. Then there is a directed path from C to C 1
in
ÝÑ
H if and only if srcpCq Ď srcpC 1q, where the equality holds only if C “ C 1.
Proof. If C “ C 1, that srcpCq “ srcpC 1q is obviously. Conversely, srcpCq “ srcpC 1q implies
C “ C 1 by Lemma 3.1 and that is, the equality holds only if C “ C 1. Therefore, we may
assume that C ‰ C 1. Since C 1 is reachable from C, C 1 is reachable by all maximal cliques
of srcpCq and thus srcpC 1q is a superset of srcpCq. Conversely, if srcpCq Ĺ srcpC 1q, we have
C 1 “ ŞMPsrcpC1q Ď ŞMPsrcpCq “ C by Lemma 3.1, and especially C 1 Ĺ C. It follows that C 1
is reachable from C in
ÝÑ
H .
The next lemma observes that even when a node C of
ÝÑ
H has many immediate descendants,
we can fully describe C by considering two arbitrary immediate descendants of C.
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Lemma 3.5. If a node C has immediate descendants C1, . . . , Cp with p ě 2 in ÝÑH , then we
have srcpCq “ srcpCiq X srcpCjq for every 1 ď i ă j ď p.
Proof. Suppose not, i.e., we have srcpCq ‰ srcpC1q X srcpC2q without loss of generality.
Because it holds that srcpCq Ĺ srcpCiq for i P r2s by Lemma 3.4, this means that srcpCq Ĺ
srcpC1q X srcpC2q. Observe that the clique C 1 “ ŤMPsrcpC1qXsrcpC2qM contain both C1 and
C2 by Lemma 3.4, and thus C1 YC2 (possibly some more vertices). Hence, C 1 is non-empty.
In particular, C 1 is a member of CpGq and there is a directed path in ÝÑH from C 1 to Ci for
i P r2s. Now, the relation srcpCq Ĺ srcpC1q X srcpC2q implies C Ľ C 1 Ľ Ci for i P r2s by
Lemma 3.4. This contradicts that there is an arc from C to Ci for i P r2s in ÝÑH .
Lemma 3.6. Let Z be a true twin class of G contained in a clique C P CpGq. Then the
following are equivalent.
(i) srcpCq Ĺ srcpZq.
(ii) There exists a proper descendant C 1 of C in ÝÑH such that Z Ď C 1.
Proof. piq Ñ piiq: Note that Z ‰ H, and Lemma 3.3 subsumes Z “ ŞMPsrcpZqM . Hence Z
is a clique of CpGq. From srcpCq Ĺ srcpZq, we know that Z is a proper descendant of C by
Lemma 3.4.
piiq Ñ piq: Suppose it does not hold that srcpCq Ĺ srcpZq. For every vertex of C is contained
in each maximal clique of srcpCq, we have srcpCq Ď srcpZq, and thus srcpCq “ srcpZq. Choose
a descendant C 1 of C in ÝÑH containing Z and observe that we have srcpCq Ĺ srcpC 1q by
Lemma 3.4. Therefore, there exists a maximal clique M‹ P srcpC 1qzsrcpCq “ srcpC 1qzsrcpZq
which does not contain Z entirely. This means that Z is not contained in C 1, a contradiction.
The next few lemmas interpret some obvious properties of an intersection of maximal
cliques in the Hasse diagram setting: if C is an intersection of maximal cliques I ĎMpGq,
then C is the unique minimal clique containing all cliques contained in C and it is also the
unique maximal clique contained in all cliques containing C.
Lemma 3.7. For I Ď MpGq, let C1 Ď CpGq be the set of all cliques C of CpGq such that
I Ď srcpCq. Then there exists at most one maximal element in C1.
Proof. We may assume C1 ‰ H since otherwise the statement trivially holds. For the sake of
contradiction, suppose that C1, C2, . . . , Cs P C1 are the maximal elements of C1 with s ě 2.
Note that none of srcpCiq contains srcpCjq for i ‰ j due to the maximality assumption of
C1, . . . , Cs and Lemma 3.4. Now let I 1 “ ŞiPrss srcpCiq and notice that I 1 Ĺ srcpCiq for every
i P rss due to the previous argument. Now, for every i P rss:
Ci “
č
MPsrcpCiq
M “
č
MPI1
M X
č
MPsrcpCiqzI1
M Ď
č
MPI1
M.
Therefore, C˚ “ ŞMPI1M is not only a non-empty clique, but also contains every Ci. Finally
we observe that I Ď I 1 Ď srcpC˚q, and thus C˚ P C1. This contradicts the choice of C1, . . . , Cs
as maximal elements of C1.
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Lemma 3.8. Let C1 and C2 be two cliques of CpGq. Then ÝÑH contains at most one greatest
common descendant of C1 and C2.
Proof. Observe that C P CpGq is a common descendant of C1 and C2 if and only if srcpCq Ě
srcpC1qYsrcpC2q by Lemma 3.4. Now applying Lemma 3.7 with I “ srcpC1qYsrcpC2q proves
the statement.
3.2 Inter-clique digraphs of (C4, gem)-free graphs
In the later subsections, we demonstrate how to forge an approximate solution to Ptolemaic
Deletion using an approximation algorithm for Feedback Vertex Set with Prece-
dence Constraints. To this end, we examine how the extra assumption that G is (C4,
gem)-free brings about a new structure to emerge in the corresponding Hasse diagram. Unless
stated otherwise explicitly,
ÝÑ
H refers to the Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq for a (C4, gem)-free
graph G “ pV,Eq.
Lemma 3.9. Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph and M be a maximal clique of G.
Then CM :“ tC P CpGq : C ĎMu is laminar and ÝÑH rCM s is an out-tree rooted at M .
Proof. Suppose that CM contains overlapping elements C1 and C2. Note that none of C1 and
C2 is M . Let c1 be an element in C1zC2, c2 be an element in C2zC1, and c be an element
in C1 X C2. By the construction of CpGq, there are maximal cliques M1 and M2 such that
C1 Ď M1, C2 Ď M2, c2 R M1, and c1 R M2. Then M1zpM YM2q is non-empty, because
otherwise M1 is a proper subset of C1 Y C2 Y pM1 XM2q which is a clique in G. Similarly,
M2zpM YM1q is non-empty. Let m1 be an element in M1zpM YM2q and m2 be an element
in M2zpM YM1q. Since every vertex in M1 X pC1 YM2q is adjacent to c2, we may assume
that m1 is non-adjacent to c2, because otherwise M1 Y tc2u is a clique in G. Similarly, we
may assume that m2 is non-adjacent to c1. Then Grtc, c1, c2,m1,m2us has a hole of length 4
if m1 and m2 are adjacent, and is isomorphic to the gem if m1 and m2 are non-adjacent, a
contradiction. Therefore, CM is laminar.
To see that
ÝÑ
H rCM s is an out-tree, we first note that M is the unique maximal element
in
ÝÑ
H rCM s by Lemma 3.7. Therefore, it suffices to prove that M has a unique path to any
node C P CM in ÝÑH . Suppose not, which means there exists C P CM and two vertex-disjoint
paths from M to C in
ÝÑ
H . Let C1 and C2 be the immediate ancestor of C on these two paths.
Since C,C1 and C2 are all distinct cliques and C Ď Ci for i “ 1, 2, both C1zC and C2zC are
non-empty.
We argue that C1zC and C2zC are disjoint. Indeed, if a vertex v ofG belongs to both C1zC
and C2zC, then Cpvq is a common descendant of both C1 and C2 as it is the unique minimal
element of all elements of CpGq containing v by Lemma 3.2. On the other hand, Lemma 3.8
implies that C is the (unique) greatest common descendant of C1 and C2. Therefore, Cpvq
is a descendant of C. This means that v P Cpvq Ď C, contradicting the choice of v.
Therefore, C1zC and C2zC are disjoint, which means C1 and C2 are overlapping. This
contradicts the laminarity of CM , thus establishing that ÝÑH rCM s is an out-tree.
Lemma 3.10. Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph, let I ĎMpGq, and let C1 Ď CpGq
be the set of all elements C such that I Ď srcpCq. Then the subdigraph of ÝÑH induced by C1 is
an out-tree. Consequently, if C and C 1 are elements in CpGq, then ÝÑH contains at most one
directed path from C to C 1.
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Proof. If C1 “ H, there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, Lemma 3.7 subsumes that there is
a unique maximal element C in C1. Consider an arbitrary maximal clique M which is an
ancestor of C, possibly C “M . Now, the uniqueness and the maximality of C in C1 implies
that every element of C1 is a descendant of M , and thus C1 induces an out-tree in ÝÑH by
Lemma 3.9.
To see the second statement, assume that C 1 is reachable from C; otherwise, the statement
is vacuously valid. Lemma 3.4 implies that there is a directed path from C to C 1 if and only
if srcpCq is a subset of srcpC 1q. Now, applying the first statement with I “ srcpCq yields the
statement immediately.
To prove Lemma 3.12, we need the following lemma which was proved in [22].
Lemma 3.11. [22] Let G be a graph, P and Q be internally vertex-disjoint px, yq-paths and
let w P V pQqztx, yu have no neighbor in V pP qztx, yu. If Q is an induced path, then GrP YQs
contains a hole.
Lemma 3.12. Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph. If G has a hole H and v P V pHq,
then GrV pHq Y tv1uztvus contains a hole for every v1 P Cpvq.
Proof. If Cpvq “ tvu, then the statement holds trivially. So we assume |Cpvq| ě 2.
First, we claim that V pHqXCpvq “ tvu. Suppose that V pHqXCpvq contains an element
u different from v. Note that u is adjacent to v because Cpvq is a clique. Moreover, for an
arbitrary maximal clique M P srcpvq, Lemma 3.2 implies that M contains the clique Cpvq.
This in particular implies that any neighbor of v is a neighbor of u as well. Then, tu, v, wu
forms a triangle in G, where w is the neighbor of v on H different from u, contradicting to
the assumption that u, v, w lie on the hole H. Therefore, we have V pHq X Cpvq “ tvu.
Secondly, an arbitrary vertex v1 P Cpvqzv and let u,w, x P V pHq be vertices such that
Grtu, v, w, xus forms an induced subpath of H, where u and w are neighbors of v. Notice
that the latter is possible as G is C4-free. We argue that v
1 neighbors both u and w while
it is non-adjacent with x. Obviously, there exist two maximal cliques Mu and Mw such that
tu, vu Ď Mu and tv, wu Ď Mw. By Lemma 3.2, both Mu and Mw contain the clique Cpvq,
and thus contain v1. This means that both u and w are adjacent with v1. If v1 is furthermore
adjacent with x, then Grtu, v, w, x, v1u induces a gem, contradicting the assumption that G
is gem-free. Therefore v1 neighbors both u and w while it is non-adjacent with x.
Now, we are ready to apply Lemma 3.11. Let P be the subpath of H between u and
x avoiding w, and Q “ u, v1, w, x. The two paths P and Q are vertex-disjoint, especially
because v1 is not included in H due to V pHq X Cpvq “ tvu. Moreover, w P V pQq has no
neighbor in V pP qztu, xu. Clearly, Q is an induced path by the argument of the previous
paragraph, which implies that GrV pP q Y V pQqs “ GrV pHq Y tv1uztvus contains a hole by
Lemma 3.11.
Recall that a graph G is ptolemaic if and only if UndpÝÑH q is a forest, where ÝÑH is the
Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq (see Theorem 2.3). Therefore, the Hasse diagram ÝÑH of pCpGq,Ďq
may still contain cycles when G is a (C4, gem)-free graph. In the rest of this subsection, we
investigate the properties of cycles in
ÝÑ
H . Due to the transitivity of the poset pCpGq,Ďq, there
is no directed cycle in
ÝÑ
H and the segment length of any cycle H is even and at least two.
The next lemma states that the segment length is at least 8 when G is (C4, gem)-free.
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Lemma 3.13. Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph. Then any undirected cycle H ofÝÑ
H has segment length at least 8.
Proof. Let H “ C0, ~P1, C1, ~P2, C2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C2`´1, ~P2`, C2`p“ C0q be a segment decomposition of
H. Note that ` ą 1 since otherwise P1 and P2 are two distinct directed paths from C0 to C1,
contradicting Lemma 3.10. Suppose that ` “ 2. Since C1 and C3 are common descendants of
C0 and C2, there exists a unique greatest common descendant b of C0 and C2 by Lemma 3.8
and both C1 and C3 are descendants of b (possibly b “ Ci for some i P r4s). Recall that
there is a unique directed path from C0 to each of C1 and C3 by Lemma 3.10, which must
traverse b. Since C0 is the only node shared by the pC0, C1q-path ~P1 and the pC0, C3q-path
~P4, it follows that C0 “ b. Likewise, we can deduce that C2 “ b, which contradicts that H is
a cycle (which do not allow a node repetition).
Suppose that ` “ 3, and note that C2i is a common ancestor of C2i´1 and C2i`1 for
every i P r3s. For each i P r3s, choose an arbitrary clique C 1i which is a sink in ÝÑH and a
descendant of C2i´1. Then, it is easy to see that C 1i is a descendant of C2i´1 only for each
i by Lemma 3.10. On the other hand, the cliques C2i´1 and C2i`1 are completely adjacent
for every i P r3s, which implies that C 11 Y C 12 Y C 13 is a clique because C 1i Ď C2i´1 for each
i P r3s. Consider a maximal clique M containing C 11 Y C 12 Y C 13 and note that all the nodes
of H are descendants of M in
ÝÑ
H . This contradicts Lemma 3.9, which asserts that
ÝÑ
H rCM s
is an out-tree rooted at M , where CM “ tC P CpGq : C Ď Mu. This completes the proof of
claim.
From the laminar structure of
ÝÑ
H rCM s, we can observe that any pair of nodes are incom-
parable in
ÝÑ
H if they do not belong to the same segment.
Lemma 3.14. Let H be a cycle of
ÝÑ
H with the shortest segment length with a segment de-
composition
H “ C0, ~P1, C1, ~P2, C2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C2`´1, ~P2`, C2`p“ C0q.
Then for any two nodes C,C 1 of H, C and C 1 are incomparable unless they belong to the
same segment of H.
Proof. Suppose not, that is, C and C 1 are comparable while they do not belong to the same
segment of H. Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exists a directed path
P from C to C 1 and the internal nodes of P avoid H. We also assume that the segment Pi
contains the node C but not C 1, and the segment Pj contains C 1 and not C, with j ď i` `.
Now, the cycle obtained by traversing the segments Pi, . . . , Pj and the path P bypass at least
` segments, and thus its segment length is at most `. This contradicts the choice of H.
Lemma 3.15. Let H be a cycle of
ÝÑ
H with the shortest segment length with a segment de-
composition
H “ C0, ~P1, C1, ~P2, C2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , C2`´1, ~P2`, C2`p“ C0q.
For i, j P r`s with |i´ j| ě 2, there is no common ancestor of C2i´1 and C2j´1 in ÝÑH .
Proof. Suppose not and without loss of generality, there exists i, j with i`2 ď j ď i``{2 such
that C2i´1 and C2j´1 have a common ancestor in
ÝÑ
T . Let C be the least common ancestor of
C2i´1 and C2j´1 and note that there are internally vertex-disjoint paths, say P and Q, from
C to C2i´1 and C2j´1 respectively. By Lemma 3.14, P is disjoint from all segments except for
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the two segments ~P2i´1 and ~P 2i. Likewise, Q is disjoint from all segments except for ~P2j´1
and ~P 2j . Now observe that there is a cycle H
1 contained in the segments ~P2i´1, . . . , ~P2j´1, ~P 2j
and the directed paths P and Q. It is easy to check that the segment length of H 1 is at most
2pj´ iq` 2, which is at most `` 2 ă 2`. This contradicts the choice of H as a cycle with the
shortest segment length.
3.3 Constructing inter-clique digraphs for (C4, gem)-free graphs
Throughout the current subsection,
ÝÑ
H denotes the Hasse diagram pCpGq,Ďq. For a maximal
clique M PM, we denote by CM the sub-collection of CpGq of comprising all cliques contained
in M ; that is, CM “ tC P C : M P srcpCqu.
In order to apply the constant-factor approximation algorithm for Feedback Vertex
Set with Precedence Constraints, we need to construct the inter-clique digraph of the
input graph G, or equivalently the Hasse diagram
ÝÑ
H of pCpGq,Ďq, in polynomial time. As an
arbitrary graph can have prohibitively many maximal cliques, we cannot expect a polynomial-
time algorithm for general graphs. Instead, we present a polynomial-time algorithm for (C4,
gem)-free graphs. Such an algorithm is good enough when we aim for a constant-factor
approximation algorithm for Ptolemaic Deletion.
We shall use as the building blocks the partition Z of the vertex set of G into true twin
classes. Notice that we do not know CpGq in advance, and actually it is the gist of our
algorithm to discover all elements of CM while avoiding enumerating all possible subsets of
MpGq containing M . We also want to evade enumerating all possible unions of twin classes
to discover a clique C P CpGq.
Alternatively, we build
ÝÑ
H , given MpGq, Z and srcpZq, in a bottom-to-top manner: that
is, we identify a clique C P CpGq upon the condition that all its immediate descendants have
already been identified. Since the sinks of
ÝÑ
H are twin classes by Lemma 3.6, the base case of
this approach is valid. Two key observations pave the way to the polynomial runtime of this
bottom-up approach. First, thanks to Lemma 3.5, any node C of
ÝÑ
H can be ‘discover’ (as
an element of CpGq) by considering at most two of its immediate descendants, provided that
those immediate descendants have been already discovered. Secondly, we need a polynomial
upper bound on the size of CpGq. This upper bound is conveniently provided by the laminarity
of CM for (C4, gem)-free graphs, see Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.16. [13, 29] If G does not have an induced C4, there are at most n
2 maximal
cliques in G. Moreover, the maximal cliques can be enumerated with polynomial delay.
Proposition 3.17. There is a polynomial-time algorithm which, given a (C4, gem)-free graph
G, constructs the Hasse diagram
ÝÑ
H of pCpGq,Ďq.
Proof. To begin with, the algorithm creates the collection M of all maximal cliques of G.
This can be done in polynomial time due to Lemma 3.16. Next, one obtains the partition Z
of V into true twin classes, which can be clearly done in polynomial time. Furthermore, the
collection srcpZq “ tsrcpZq : Z P Zu can be efficiently computed by checking the containment
relation between the twin classes in Z and the maximal cliques list MpGq.
Observe that for certain cliques C P CpGq, srcpCq is already contained in srcpZq.
Claim 1. If C P CpGq is a sink or has a unique immediate descendant in ÝÑH , then srcpCq P
srcpZq.
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Proof of Claim. If C is a sink in
ÝÑ
H , then C is a twin class itself by Lemma 3.6 and thus
contained in Z. Suppose that C has a sole immediate descendant C 1 in ÝÑH . Then CzC 1 ‰ H
and forms a single (true) twin class due to Lemma 3.6 because no vertex of CzC 1 appears in
a proper descendant of C. Again the same lemma and the fact srcpCq Ď srcpCzC 1q implies
srcpCq “ srcpCzC 1q. From CzC 1 P Z, it follows that srcpCq “ srcpCzC 1q P srcpZq. 
Let RX,0 :“ srcpZq. For i ě 1, we define RX,i recursively as follows:
RX,i :“ RX,i´1 Y tRXR1 : R,R1 P RX,i´1u.
Let the height of a node v of an acyclic digraph
ÝÑ
G be the length of a longest directed path from
v to a sink in
ÝÑ
G . The height of
ÝÑ
G is defined as the maximum over the heights of all nodes of
ÝÑ
G .
We claim that there exists s such that RX,s coincides with srcpCpGqq :“ tsrcpCq : C P CpGqu,
where s is the height of
ÝÑ
H .
Claim 2. RX,s “ srcpCpGqq, where s is the height of ÝÑH .
Proof of Claim. It suffices to prove the following for each i ě 0: for any node C at height
i in
ÝÑ
H , we have srcpCq P RX,i. By Claim 1, this is true for i “ 0. Consider a node
C at height i ą 0. If C has a single immediate descendant, then srcpCq P RX,0 Ď RX,i by
Claim 1. Suppose that C has (at least) two immediate descendants C1, C2 in
ÝÑ
H . By induction
hypothesis and because of the fact that the height of the immediate descendants of C is at
most i ´ 1, we have srcpC1q, srcpC2q P RX,i´1. Therefore, we have srcpC1q X srcpC2q P RX,i
by definition. As srcpC1q X srcpC2q “ srcpCq by Lemma 3.5, it holds that srcpCq P RX,i as
claimed. 
Claim 3. The height of
ÝÑ
H is at most n.
Proof of Claim. We show that the height of
ÝÑ
H is at most |Z|. Indeed it suffices to prove that
the height of
ÝÑ
H rCM s is at most |Z| for an arbitrary maximal clique M as any source-to-sink
path resides in
ÝÑ
H rCM s for some M . By Lemma 3.9, the subdigraph ÝÑH rCM s is an out-tree
for each maximal clique M . Let L be the set of all leaf nodes in
ÝÑ
H rCM s. Then the height
of
ÝÑ
H rCM s is at most log|L| ` p|Z| ´ |L|q as log|L| counts the maximum number of branch
nodes (i.e., nodes with at least two immediate descendants) and |Z| ´ |L| is a trivial upper
bound on the number of internal nodes with a single immediate descendant. This completes
the proof. 
As we compute RX,i`1 from RX,i repeatedly, we need a guarantee that the sizes of the
computed sets RX,i do not grow exponentially. The next claim ensures this property thanks
to the laminarity of CM .
Claim 4. |CM | ď 2n for each maximal clique M and |CpGq| ď 2n3.
Proof of Claim. It suffices to prove the |CM | ď 2|Z| and the second equality follows from
Lemma 3.16 and the trivial bound on |Z|. By Lemma 3.9, the subdigraph ÝÑH rCM s is an
out-tree for each maximal clique M . Let us bound the number of nodes in
ÝÑ
H rCM s. The
number of nodes which are leaf nodes or internal nodes with a single immediate descendant
is bounded by |Z| by Claim 1. The remaining nodes are internal nodes of with at least two
immediate descendants, which is bounded by the number of leaf nodes, and thus by |Z|. 
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We complete the algorithm description and its runtime analysis. Due to Claim 4, we can
compute each RX,i in polynomial time and srcpCpGqq can be computed in polynomial time by
Claims 2 and 3. As we compute RX,i, the containment relations amongst the elements ofRX,i
can be determined as well. Finally, observe that
ÝÑ
H can be obtained from the Hasse diagram
of the poset psrcpCpGqq,Ďq by reversing the direction of each arc due to Lemma 3.4.
3.4 Reduction from Ptolemaic Deletion to Feedback Vertex Set with Prece-
dence Constraints
Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph with vertex weight ωo : V Ñ R`Yt0u. We want to
reduce the instance pG,ωoq of Ptolemaic Deletion to an instance pÝÑT , ωq of Feedback
Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints so that a solution to the former can be
translated to a solution to the latter of the same weight and vice versa. On the way to define
such an instance of Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints, we need a
few notations.
Let
ÝÑ
H be the Hasse diagram of pCpGq,Ďq and let ÝÑT “ pN,Aq be an inter-clique digraph
isomorphic to
ÝÑ
H with an arc-preserving mapping
γ : CpGq Ñ N.
That is, pC,C 1q is an arc of ÝÑH if and only if pγpCq, γpC 1qq is an arc of ÝÑT . If γpCq “ x for
some C P CpGq and x P N , we may refer to C as the clique corresponding to the node x ofÝÑ
T instead of invoking the bijection γ.
Notice that the canonical clique can be construed as a function which maps each vertex v
of G to the clique C P CpGq such that srcpvq “ srcpCq. We define a mapping C´1 : CpGq Ñ 2V
so that it maps each clique C of CpGq to its preimage under the canonical clique as a function
from V to CpGq: if there is no vertex v P V with Cpvq “ C, then the preimage of C under
the canonical clique is H. Let the mapping φ : V Ñ N be the composition of γ and the
canonical clique as a function; that is, for every v P V , we have
φpvq “ γpCpvqq.
Likewise, φ´1 : N Ñ 2V is defined as the composition of C´1 and γ´1, namely for every
x P N we let
φ´1pxq “ C´1pγ´1pxqq.
We remark that tφ´1pxq : x P N, φ´1pxq ‰ Hu is a partition of V by Lemma 3.2. Now the
node weight function ω : N Ñ R` Y t0u is defined as follows; for every x P N ,
ωpxq :“
ÿ
vPφ´1pxq
ωopvq.
In other words, ωpxq is the sum of weights of vertices whose canonical clique corresponds to
the node x in
ÝÑ
T .
For a set of nodes R of
ÝÑ
T , the closure of R, denoted as R˚, is a minimal superset of R
for which the following holds:
(a) all descendants of R of weight zero are contained in R˚,
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(b) if all immediate descendants of a node v are contained in R˚ and φ´1pvq “ H, then
v P R˚.
It is tedious to see that there is a unique closure of a node set R, and thus the closure is
well-defined.
A node set R is downward-closed in
ÝÑ
T if v P R implies all descendants of v is in R as
well. We point out that a downward-closed set R is not necessarily a closure of itself (i.e.,
R “ R˚) because it may violate the condition (b). Conversely, a set R which is the closure of
itself is not necessarily downward-closed as there might a node with non-zero weight which is
a descendant of some node of R, but not contained in R. Having defined an instance pÝÑT , ωq
of Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints from the instance pG,ωoq of
Ptolemaic Deletion, the main result of this subsection is presented in the next statement.
Proposition 3.18. Let G “ pV,Eq be a (C4, gem)-free graph with vertex weight ωo : V Ñ R.
Let
ÝÑ
T “ pN,Aq be an inter-clique digraph of G with an arc-preserving mapping γ : CpGq Ñ N
and with node weight ω : C Ñ R` Y t0u, such that
ωpxq :“
ÿ
vPφ´1pxq
ωopvq,
where we define
φpvq “ γpCpvqq for every v P V
φ´1pxq “ C´1pγ´1pxqq for every x P N.
Then the following two statements hold.
(1) For any minimal ptolemaic deletion set S Ď V , (i) φpSq˚ is downward-closed in ÝÑT , (ii)
UndpÝÑT zφpSq˚q is a forest, and (iii) řxPφpSq˚ ωpxq “ řvPS ωopvq.
(2) For any R Ď N such that (i) R is downward-closed in ÝÑT , and (ii) UndpÝÑT zRq is a forest,
φ´1pRq is a ptolemaic deletion set of G of weight řxPR ωpxq.
Proof. We first prove (1)-(i). We first observe that if S is a minimal deletion set, S contains
the canonical clique Cpvq of v whenever S contains v P V .
Claim 5. If S Ď V is a minimal ptolematic deletion set, then Cpvq Ď S whenever v P S.
Consequently, φ´1pxq Ď S for every x P φpSq.
Proof of Claim. Suppose Cpvq Ę S for some v P S. Since G is (C4, gem)-free, by (3) of The-
orem 2.2, GzS is ptolemaic if and only if GzS is chordal. Since S is minimal, GzpSztvuq has
a hole H intersecting v. By the assumption, there exists v1 P CpvqzS. However, Lemma 3.12
implies that GrpV pHqztvuq Y tv1us contains a hole and thus GzS contains a hole, a contra-
diction. The second statement is immediate from the first statement. 
Consider a vertex v P S of G and an arbitrary descendant x of φpvq in ÝÑT . We claim that
x P φpSq˚. If φ´1pxq “ H, then by definition ωpxq “ řvPH ωopvq “ 0 and thus the claim
trivially holds by definition of φpSq˚. Otherwise, let w P φ´1pxq and we have
φ´1pxq Ď γ´1pxq Ď γ´1pφpvqq “ Cpvq Ď S,
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where the first containment comes from that φ´1pxq is a twin class contained in the clique
γ´1, the second one from the ancestor-descendant relation between x and φpvq, and the last
containment is due to Claim 5. Therefore, w P φ´1pxq Ď S which implies x P φpSq. This
proves that φpSq˚ is downward-closed in ÝÑT .
To see that (1)-(ii), let H be a cycle of
ÝÑ
T zφpSq˚ with the least segment length and let
x0, ~P1, x1, ~P2, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , x2`´1, ~P2`, x2`p“ x0q
be a segment decomposition of H. Consider the cliques γ´1px2i´1qzS of G for i P r`s. We
first argue that for every i P r`s, there exists a vertex vi P γ´1px2i´1qzS of G. Suppose
this is not the case, i.e., there exists i such that γ´1px2i´1q Ď S. As we know already that
(1)-(i) holds, the fact that x2i´1 R φpSq˚ while the clique γ´1px2i´1q is contained in S implies
φ´1px2i´1q “ H. It also follows from γ´1px2i´1q Ď S that for every descendant y of x2i´1
in
ÝÑ
T satisfies φ´1pyq “ H or y P φpSq. Then, the property (a) of the closure φpSq˚ imposes
y to be included in φpSq˚, which in turn imposes x2i´1 P φpSq˚ by the property (b). This
contradicts the assumption that H is a cycle in
ÝÑ
T zφpSq˚. Therefore, we can choose a vertex
vi P γ´1px2i´1qzS of G for each i P r`s.
Next, we observe that all vi’s are distinct. Indeed, suppose that vi “ vj for i ‰ j, and
without loss of generality we may assume that 1 ď i ă j ď `. Then the canonical clique Cpviq
is a common descendant of γ´1px2i´1q and γ´1px2j´1q, or equivalently, φpviq is a common
descendant of x2i´1 and x2j´1. Let x˚ be the greatest common descendant of x2i´1 and
x2j´1 in
ÝÑ
T , which is unique by Lemma 3.8. Let P and Q be the directed px2i´1, x˚q-path
and the directed px2j´1, x˚q-path. Due to Lemma 3.14, both directed paths are disjoint from
H except from the two starting vertex x2i´1 and x2j´1. Therefore, we can obtain a new cycle
H 1 from H by replacing the subpath of H consisting of segments x2i´1, ~P 2i, . . . , ~P2j´1, x2j´1
by x2i´1, P, x˚, Q, x2j´1. Note that now the concatenation of ~P2i´1 and P yields a directed
path, and likewise, the concatenation of ~P 2j and Q yields a directed path. Therefore, the
segment length of H 1 is shorter than that of H by at least two. This contradicts the choice
of H.
Furthermore, vi and vi`1 are adjacent because the cliques γ´1px2i´1q and γ´1px2pi`1q´1q
are complete to each other in G due to the existence of common ancestor x2i in
ÝÑ
T . That is,
J “ v1, . . . , v`, v1 forms a cycle, and its length is at least four by Lemma 3.13. Furthermore,
Lemma 3.15 implies that J is a hole, which altogether avoids S because of our choice of vi
as a vertex of γ´1px2i´1qzS. This contradicts the assumption that S is a ptolemaic deletion
set, which proves (1)-(ii).
Lastly, (1)-(iii) follows fromÿ
xPφpSq˚
ωpxq “
ÿ
xPφpSq
ωpxq “
ÿ
xPφpSq
ÿ
vPφ´1pxq
ωopvq “
ÿ
vPS
ωopvq,
where the first equality is from the definition of closure, the second from the definition of the
node weight ω, and the last equality is because S is partitioned into ttφ´1pxq : x P φpSqu by
Claim 5.
To see (2), suppose that for a node set R of
ÝÑ
T (i) R is downward-closed in
ÝÑ
T , and (ii)
UndpÝÑT zRq is a forest while ŤxPR φ´1pxq is not a ptolemaic deletion set of G. Let H “
v1, . . . , vs, v1 be a hole of length s ě 5 in GzŤxPR φ´1pxq. Consider the canonical cliques
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Cpv1q, . . . , Cpvsq and their corresponding nodes x1, . . . , xs in ÝÑT . The adjacency of vi and vi`1
ensures that xi and xi`1 has a common ancestor for all i P rss, where s`1 “ 1. Furthermore,
none of the nodes from these common ancestors is contained in R since otherwise, some
xi must belong to the downward-closed set R. This, however, means that x1, . . . , xs are
contained in a closed walk of
ÝÑ
T zR, contradicting (ii). We conclude that ŤxPR φ´1pxq is a
ptolemaic deletion set of G. Finally, the weight of the ptolemaic deletion set isÿ
vPŤxPR φ´1pxq
ωopvq “
ÿ
xPR
ÿ
vPφ´1pxq
ωopvq “
ÿ
xPR
ωpxq,
because the first equality holds as φ´1pxq X φ´1pyq “ H whenever x ‰ y, and the second
equality holds by definition of the node weight function ω.
Theorem 3.19. There is a polynomial-time algorithm which, given a graph G “ pV,Eq with
vertex-weight ωo : V Ñ R` Y t0u, returns a ptolemaic deletion set S Ď V of weight at most
68 ¨ OPTpto, where OPTpto is the minimum weight of a ptolematic deletion set of G.
Proof. We skip the trivial runtime analysis. For simplicity, we write wopvq as wov. In order
to turn the input graph into a (C4, gem)-free graph, we employ a rounding algorithm using
an optimal fractional solution to the next linear programming (LP) relaxation.
Minimize
ÿ
vPV
ωovxv
Subject to
ÿ
vPA
xv ě 1 @A Ď V such that GrAs is isomorphic to gem or C4 (1)
0 ď x ď 1.
Let x˚ be an optimal solution to the above LP and let X Ď V be the vertex set consisting
of all v’s with xv˚ ě 0.2. Note that the weight of X is
ωopXq “
ÿ
vPX
ωov ¨ 1 ď
ÿ
vPX
ωov ¨ 5xv˚ ď 5OPTpto,
where the second and the third inequalities holds due to the construction of X and that an
integral solution of weight OPTpto is feasible to the above LP.
Now, we consider the graph G1 obtained by removing the vertices of X from G and notice
that G1 is (C4, gem)-free. Each vertex of G1 inherits its weight ωov in G. We construct an
inter-clique digraph
ÝÑ
T “ pN,Aq of G1 with a node-weight ω as in Proposition 3.18; notice
that the inter-clique digraph
ÝÑ
T can be constructed in polynomial time by the algorithm of
Proposition 3.17. The node set ancpxq forms an in-tree rooted at x due to Lemma 3.10, which
means that pÝÑT , ωq is a legitimate instance to Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence
Constraints. Therefore we can apply the algorithm of Theorem 4.1 and attain a solution
R P N such that R is downward-closed in ÝÑT , UndpÝÑT zRq is a forest, and ωpRq ď 63OPTfvsp.
Here OPTfvsp is the minimum weight of a solution to Feedback Vertex Set with Prece-
dence Constraints.
We claim that
Ť
xPR φ´1pxq Y X is a ptolemaic deletion set of G with weight at most
68OPTpto. Indeed,
Ť
xPR φ´1pxq is a ptolemaic deletion set of G1 with weight
ř
xPR ωpxq
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by (2) of Proposition 3.18 and thus its weight is at most 63OPTfvsp. Finally, from (1) of
Proposiotion 3.18 we know that OPTfvsp ď OPTpto. This proves that claim, thus the main
statement.
4 Constant-factor approximation algorithm
In this section, we consider Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints
introduced in Section 1.1.2.
Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints
Input : An acyclic directed graph
ÝÑ
G “ pV,Aq, where each vertex v has weight ωv P
R` Y t0u. For each v P V , the subgraph induced by ancpvq is an in-tree rooted at v.
Question : Delete a minimum-weight vertex set S Ď V such that (1) v P S implies
despvq Ď S, (2) UndpÝÑGzSq is a forest.
It is a variant of Undirected Feedback Vertex Set on UndpÝÑGq, with the additional
precedence constraint on S is captured by the direction of arcs in A. The main result of this
section is an Op1q-approximation algorithm for this problem.
Theorem 4.1. There is a polynomial-time 63-approximation algorithm for Feedback Ver-
tex Set with Precedence Constraints.
We consider the following linear programming (LP) relaxation. The relaxation vari-
ables are tzvuvPV , where zv is supposed to indicate whether v is deleted or not, as well
as txueuePA,uPe, where xue is supposed to indicate that in the resulting forest UndpÝÑGzSq
rooted at arbitrary vertices, whether e is the edge connecting u and its parent.
Minimize
ÿ
vPV
ωvzv
Subject to zv ` xue ` xve “ 1 @e “ pu, vq P A (2)
zv `
ÿ
eQv
xve ď 1 @v P V (3)
zu ď zv @e “ pu, vq P A
0 ď x, z ď 1.
Let OPT be the weight of the optimal solution, and LP ď OPT be the optimal value
of the above LP. After solving the LP, we perform the following rounding algorithm. It is
parameterized by three parameters ε, α, β P p0, 1q that satisfy
2α ě 1` ε, (4)
3p1´ βq ě 1` 8ε. (5)
(The final choice will be ε « 0.029, α « 0.514, β « 0.588.) For notational convenience, let
x¯ue :“ 1´ xue. Also, for each e “ pu, vq P A, let ye “ zv ´ zu. Each vertex v P V maintains
a set Lv Ď A. Initially, all Lv’s are empty.
(i) Delete all vertex v with zv ě ε.
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(ii) Sample θ uniformly at random from the interval rα, βs.
(iii) For each e “ pu, vq P A,
• If θ P rx¯ve ´ ye, x¯ves, delete despvq. Say v is directly deleted by e.
• Otherwise,
– If θ ą x¯ve, then add e to Lv and say v points to e.
– If θ ą x¯ue, then add e to Lu and say u points to e.
Though the above rounding algorithm is stated as a randomized algorithm, it is easy to
make it deterministic, because there are at most Opmq subintervals of rα, βs such that two θ
values from the same interval behave exactly the same in the rounding algorithm.
We first analyze the total weight of deleted vertices. In Step (i), we delete all vertices
whose LP value zv ě ε, so the total weight of deleted vertices in Step (i) is at most LP{ε. The
following lemma bounds the weight of vertices deleted in Step (iii) by at most 2LP{pβ ´ αq.
Lemma 4.2. For each v P V , Prrv is deleted in Step (iii)s ď 2zvβ´α .
Proof. Due to Step (i), we can assume that every vertex v satisfies zv ă ε and each arc e
satisfies ye ă ε.
Fix a vertex v P V . Let ÝÑT “ pV pÝÑT q, ApÝÑT qq be the subgraph of ÝÑG induced ancpvq.
By the definition of Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints,
ÝÑ
T is an
in-tree rooted at v. We first prove the following claim that if we consider any directed path
pu0, . . . , ukq of ÝÑT and the value of xui,pui´1,uiq that ui gives to its incoming edge pui´1, uiq,
the value at the end pi “ kq is almost as large as the value at the beginning pi “ 1q.
Claim 6. Let pu0, . . . , ukq be a directed path in ÝÑT and ei “ pui´1, uiq. Then for any i P rks,
xuiei ě xu1e1 ´ pzui ´ zu1q ě xu1e1 ´ ε.
Proof of Claim. The proof proceeds by induction. The base case i “ 1 is obviously true.
When the claim holds for i´ 1, the constraint (3) of the LP (for ui´1) implies
xui´1ei´1 ` zui´1 ` xui´1ei ď 1,
and the constraint (2) of the LP implies (for ei)
zui ` xui´1ei ` xuiei “ 1.
Subtracting the first inequality from the second equality yields
xuiei ě xui´1ei´1 ´ pzui ´ zui´1q,
which, by the induction hypothesis, is at least
xu1e1 ´ pzui´1 ´ zu1q ´ pzui ´ zui´1q “ xu1e1 ´ pzui ´ zu1q.

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For e “ pw, uq P ApÝÑT q, call e a target if Prru is directly deleted by es ą 0, which implies
x¯ue ´ ye ă β ñ xue ą 1 ´ β ´ ye ą 1 ´ β ´ ε. For two arcs e, f P ApÝÑT q, say they are
incomparable if there is no directed path from the tail of one arc to tail of the other in
ÝÑ
T
(though they may share the head.)
Claim 7. There are no three pairwise incomparable targets.
Proof of Claim. Assume towards contradiction that there exist three pairwise incomparable
targets e1 “ pw1, u1q, e2 “ pw2, u2q, e3 “ pw3, u3q. It implies that xuiei ą 1´ β ´ ε for each i.
By Claim 6, for any i and any arc e1 “ pw1, u1q P ApÝÑT q that has a directed path from ei, we
have
xu1e1 ą xuiei ´ ε ą 1´ β ´ 2ε. (6)
For each i P r3s, consider the path Pi from wi to v, and let gi be the last arc of Pi that does
not appear in any other Pj ’s. We consider the following two cases depending on how they
intersect, and show both cannot happen.
𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3
𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3
𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡3
𝑢
𝑤
𝑒1 𝑒2 𝑒3
𝑔1 𝑔2
ℎ
𝑔3
𝑤1 𝑤2 𝑤3
𝑢1 𝑢2 𝑢3
𝑡1 𝑡2 𝑡3
𝑤
𝑒1 𝑒2 𝑒3
𝑔1 𝑔2
𝑔3
𝑔 𝑡
Figure 2: Two cases for g1, g2, g3. The left figure shows the case when they all meet at the
same vertex w. The right figure shows when g1 and g2 meet first at u and meet g3 with w
later. Real lines indicate an individual arc and dotted lines indicate a directed path.
First, suppose all g1, g2, g3 meet at the same vertex w; in other words, gi “ pti, wq for some
ti’s. Then, by (6), xwgi ą 1´β´2ε for each i. With (5), it implies
ř
i xwgi ą 3p1´βq´6ε ě 1,
which violates the constraint (3) of the LP.
Finally, without loss of generality, suppose g1 and g2 meet at u, which is not incident on g3;
in other words, g1 “ pt1, uq, g2 “ pt2, uq, g3 “ pt3, wq for some ti’s, where w is an ancestor
of u in
ÝÑ
T and is the first vertex where all P1, P2, P3 intersect. Let
ÝÑ
T be the parent of u in
the tree
ÝÑ
T (
ÝÑ
T may be equal to w), and g “ pu, tq. Then, (6), implies xugi ą 1´ β ´ 2ε for
i P t1, 2u, which, combined with the LP constraint (3) for u, yields
xug ă 1´ 2p1´ β ´ 2εq “ 2β ´ 1` 4ε.
Together again with the LP constraint (2) for g, we have
xtg ą 1´ xug ´ zt ą 2´ 2β ´ 5ε.
Let h be the last arc of the path from u to w. Using Claim 6 again, we conclude that
xwh ą 2´ 2β ´ 6ε. Combined with xwg3 ą 1´ β ´ 2ε and h and g3 are different, it implies
xwh` xwg3 ą 3´ 3β´ 8ε ě 1 by (5), which contradicts the constraint (3) of the LP for w. 
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Now we compute the probability that v is deleted by Step (iii) of the rounding algorithm.
It happens whether v itself is directly deleted or some vertex u P ancpvq “ V pÝÑT q is directly
deleted by a target e “ pw, uq. By Claim 7, no three targets are pairwise comparable, and
by Dilworth’s Theorem, all targets are contained in two directed paths P1, P2 in
ÝÑ
T . By the
choice of the rounding algorithm, for one path P1 “ pu0, . . . , uk “ vq, for each i P rks,
Prrui is directly deleted by pui´1, uiqs ď ypui´1,uiq
β ´ α “
zui ´ zui´1
β ´ α .
Summing over all i’s yields
kÿ
i“1
zui ´ zui´1
β ´ α “
zuk ´ zu0
β ´ α ď
zv
β ´ α.
We can apply the same analysis to P2 and use the union bound.
We now examine structure of the remaining graph after the rounding procedure. We first
show that in the original graph, each arc, if not deleted, is pointed to by at least one of its
endpoints.
Claim 8. For each e “ pu, vq P A, if neither u nor v was deleted during the rounding, e is
pointed to by at least one of them.
Proof of Claim. Since v is not deleted, it means zv ă ε, which, by (2), implies that xue`xve ą
1´ εô x¯ue ` x¯ve ă 1` ε. Since θ ě α, by (4), either θ ě x¯ue or θ ě x¯ue. 
The following lemma shows that after the rounding, each connected component (in the
undirected sense) has at most one cycle.
Lemma 4.3. Let S be the set of vertices deleted during the rounding algorithm. In each
connected component of UndpÝÑGzSq, there is at most one (undirected) cycle.
Proof. The proof proceeds by examining how vertices can possibly point to adjacent arcs.
First, the following claim shows that one vertex cannot point to more than two arcs.
Claim 9. Every vertex v P V points to at most two arcs.
Proof of Claim. Assume towards contradiction that v points to three arcs e, f, and g. It
implies x¯ve, x¯vf , x¯vg are all strictly less than θ ď β, which implies that xve ` xvf ` xvg ą
3p1´ βq. Since 3p1´ βq ě 1 by (5), it contradicts the constraint (3) of the LP relaxation. 
Moreover, the following claim constrains the way arcs in a cycle are pointed to by its vertices.
Claim 10. For every arc e P A, if it is pointed to by exactly one of its endpoint, say v, then
it is the only arc that v points to.
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Proof of Claim. We first show θ ă xve ` zv. If e “ pu, vq, the assumption that u does not
point to e implies
θ ă x¯ue “ 1´ xue “ 1´ p1´ xve ´ zvq “ xve ` zv,
where the second equality follows from (2). Even when e “ pv, uq, the assumption that e is
not deleted and u does not point to e implies
θ ă x¯ue ´ ye “ x¯ue ´ pzu ´ zvq “ 1´ xue ´ zu ` zv “ xve ` zv,
where the last equality follows from the constraint (2) of the LP relaxation. Therefore,
θ ă xve ` zv in any case.
If v points to any other arc f , it implies
θ ą x¯vf “ 1´ xvf ě zv ` xve,
where the inequality follows from the constraint (3) of the LP relaxation. This leads to
contradiction, proving the claim. 
Therefore, after the rounding, in the remaining graph
ÝÑ
GzS, (i) every remaining arc is
pointed by at least one of its endpoints, (ii) each vertex points to at most two arcs, and (iii)
if one vertex does not point to an arc incident on it, the other endpoint uniquely points to
the arc.
Consider an undirected cycle pv1, . . . , vk, vk`1q in UndpÝÑGzSq with v1 “ vk`1, so that either
pvi, vi`1q or pvi`1, viq is in A for every i P rks. Let tvi, vi`1u denotes an undirected edge. If
an edge in this cycle is pointed to by only one of its endpoints (without loss of generality,
say tvk, v1u is only pointed to by v1), then v1 cannot point to any other edge, so tv2, v1u
is uniquely pointed to by v2 by (iii), and this inductively leads to every tvi, vi`1u uniquely
pointed to by vi`1 for 1 ď i ă k. Note that all v1, . . . , vk cannot point to any edge outside
the cycle. Even when all edges are pointed to by both endpoints, by (ii), all v1, . . . , vk cannot
point to any edge outside the cycle.
Assume towards contradiction that there are two undirected cycles C1 and C2 (not
necessarily vertex or edge disjoint) in the same connected component of UndpÝÑGzSq. If
V pC1q X V pC2q ‰ H, there must be a vertex v P C2 that points to an edge in C1zC2.
This contradicts the above paragraph. If C1 and C2 are vertex disjoint, let pv1, . . . , vkq be
an undirected path from C1 and C2 where v1 P C1 and vk P C2. By the above paragraph,
tv1, v2u is uniquely pointed to by v2 and inductively tvi, vi`1u is uniquely pointed to by vi`1.
But applying the same argument from tvk´1, vku, tvi, vi`1u must be uniquely pointed to by
vi, leading to contradiction. Therefore, there must be only one undirected cycle in each
connected component.
After the rounding, each connected component has at most one cycle, so we can easily
compute the optimal solution efficiently. Therefore, we compute a feasible solution that
respects the constraints of the Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints.
Since the total weights of deleted vertices in each step is at most LP{ε in Step (i), at most
2LP{pβ´αq in Step (iii), and at most OPT in the final cleanup step, the final approximation
ratio is
1
ε
` 2
β ´ α ` 1 ď 62.2
by our choice of ε “ 0.0293258, α “ 0.514663, β “ 0.588465.
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5 Conclusions
In this paper, we show that Ptolemaic Deletion admits a polynomial-time constant-
factor approximation algorithm. To this end, we introduce Feedback Vertex Set with
Precedence Constraints, which is a variant of Weighted Feedback Vertex Set
with additional constraints including that any solution set must be downward-closed i.e., if
a node being in a solution propels all its descendants in the input (acyclic) digraph to be in
the solution. To attain an approximation algorithm for Ptolemaic Deletion from that for
Feedback Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints, we investigate the structure
of inter-clique digraphs of graphs which give us a tree-like structure when an input graph
is ptolemaic and have a laminar structure when an input graph is (C4, gem)-free. Feed-
back Vertex Set with Precedence Constraints can be utilized for wider purposes in
other parameterized problems, because through our approximation algorithm, one can find
a hereditary feedback vertex set of an input graph, where the hereditary property captures
the essence of the parameterized problems.
As the purpose of this paper, for various graph classes F , it would be interesting to inves-
tigate whether Weighted F-Deletion admits a constant-factor approximation algorithm;
for instance, Chordal Vertex Deletion or `-Leaf Power Vertex Deletion for ` ě 4.
For a positive integer `, a graph G is an `-leaf power if there is a tree T such that V pGq is
equal to the set of leaves of T and v, w P V pGq are adjacent if and only if dpv, wq ď ` in T .
We remark that 3-Leaf Power Vertex Deletion admits a constant-factor approximation
algorithm by a reduction to Weighted Feedback Vertex Set, as Dom, Guo, Hu¨ffner,
and Neidermeier [11] did to show the fixed-parameter tractability of 3-Leaf Power Vertex
Deletion.
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